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Title: 'Face with Tears of Joy' emoji awarded 2015 Word of the Year by Oxford 

Source: ABC’s The World Today 

Minutes: 4:30 

Audio & Script: www.abc.net.au/worldtoday/content/2015/s4353790.htm 

Summary: 
The Oxford Dictionary announced recently that its 2015 word of the year for the UK and 

US had been awarded to the 'Face with Tears of Joy' emoji. 

Interviewee(s) 
Mark Gwinn, from the Australian National Dictionary Centre and one of the editors 

compiling the Oxford short list for Australia's word of the year 

Related Stories: 
www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/nov/17/crying-with-laughter-how-we-learned-how-to-

speak-emoji 

 
 

 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - which ones don't you know or you are unsure what 
they mean? 
 

 compile a short list (v)  can't reveal (v) sleek (adj) 

 trouble you (v)  cultivate style (v) went viral (adj) 

 playful kind of time (adj)  typify (v) slightly adjusted (adj)

 intention (n)  dress stylishly (adv) refer to someone (v)

 represent 20 per cent (v)  emerged last year (v) evolution of language (n)
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DEFINITION MATCH 
 
Can you match the words with their correct definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
  

 
 

acquire or develop  

alter, change  

appear  

characterise, represent  

concern, disturb  

correspond to  

disclose, make public  

fashionable, elegant  

gradual development of something  

light-hearted, intended for 

amusement 
 

plan  

put together  

shared rapidly and widely between 

Internet users 
 

smooth and glossy  

speak of, talk about, mention  
 

compile a short list (v)

trouble you (v) 

playful kind of time (adj)

intention (n) 

represent 20 per cent (v)

can't reveal (v) 

cultivate style (v) 

typify (v) 

dress stylishly (adv) 

emerged last year (v)

sleek (adj) 

went viral (adj) 

slightly adjusted (adj)

refer to someone (v) 

evolution of language (n)
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FOCUS QUESTIONS 
  

 Do you use emojis a lot? Which ones? 

 What does the ‘Face With Tears of Joy’ emoji mean? 

 Why do you think an emoji and not an actual word was awarded Oxford’s word of the year? What do 

you think the choice says about language?  

 Mark Gwinn says the word of the year award is a “playful kind of time for dictionary makers” – what 

does he mean? 

 Below are two other words on the British and US short list for word of the year- what do they mean? 

o Lumber sexual 

o On fleek 

 The word 'they' was also on the short list to be word of the year – why? It is used a lot more these 

days to refer to someone while at the same time doing what?  

 

 

 

PRE-LISTENING 

 
Before watching the report, note down what you think the following figure from the report refers to: 

 

 20 per cent in the US and the UK –  
 
 
Try to fill in the blanks 
 
  

 The Oxford Dictionary gives the definition of a ‘lumber sexual’ as being a young urban man who 

cultivates an appearance and style of dress which is typified by a _________________ and 

_________________ and suggestive of a rugged outdoor lifestyle. 

 

 According to Mark Gwinn, ‘on fleek’ is a new word which was coined on social media by a woman to 

describe her sleek and attractive _____________________.  
 
  
 
 
LISTENING 
 
 
Listen to the report and check your answers 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
 
After listening to the report, try to answer the following questions: 

 

1. Mark Gwinn says Oxford’s choice of an emoji as word of the year was a way of showing how 

communication is ................................................................................... 

 

2. Mark Gwinn says Oxford’s decision to award an emoji word of the year was ... 

a. an excellent choice. 

b. an interesting choice. 

c. a ridiculous choice. 

 

3. According to Mark Gwinn, Oxford plans to put the emoji together with a definition in its dictionary.   

T  /  F 

 

4. Does Mark Gwinn’s short list for Australia's word of the year include an emoji?  

Yes  /  No  /  Maybe 

 

5. In Australia, a similar word to lumber sexual is ...................................................................................  

 

6. The pronoun 'they' is used a lot more these days to refer to someone without referring to their 

particular ................................................................................... 

 

7. Mark Gwinn often uses emojis in text messaging.  T  /  F 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences – you may have to change the form of the word 
 
 

 compile   reveal viral  

 trouble   typify adjusted 

 playful   stylishly refer 

 intention   emerged evolution 

 represent  sleek  
 
 

1. As languages evolve, small ........................................................................are made to the meaning of many 

words.  

2. Before, people would just say “my girlfriend” or “boyfriend”. Now they are commonly referred to as 

“my partner”.  

3. Even though Australia’s CO2 emissions ........................................................................just 1.8% of the world’s 

total, its per capita emissions are the highest in the OECD and among the highest in the world. 

4. Many educators are ........................................................................by the trend of teenagers communicating more 

and more using abbreviations and symbols and the impact this might be having on their spelling and 

punctuation skills. 

5. Nude pictures taken of Justin Bieber while on holiday quickly went ........................................................................ 

and sent Twitter into a meltdown. 

6. The ........................................................................of social media websites in the 1990s saw a change in the way 

many people communicated and kept in touch with friends. With the arrival of Facebook in 2004, 

there was no looking back. 

7. The man’s friends complemented him on the ........................................................................way he had decorated 

his home. He didn’t tell them he had actually employed a professional interior designer. 

8. The manager took his job very seriously but he had a ........................................................................nature and 

was always cracking jokes and fooling around at work. 

9. The singer Taylor Swift recently released a ........................................................................of her greatest hits 

taken from her last 10 albums. 

10. The winner of the prestigious writing competition would be ........................................................................at a 

special awards ceremony in New York next month. 

11. The woman was asked by her company to go and work in Germany for one year. Even though she 

knew all her colleagues in the German office could speak very good English, she 

........................................................................to master the German language while there. 

12. The writer’s sense of humour and humility was ........................................................................by her acceptance 

speech for an award in which she made very funny jokes about herself and praised the work of her 

fellow nominees. 

13. There are a lot of websites which look at how the design of Facebook has 

........................................................................since it was first launched in 2004. 

14. With her beautiful long ........................................................................dark hair, the woman got quite a lot of work 

doing shampoo and other hair product advertisements. 
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ANSWERS 
 
 20 per cent in the US and the UK – Proportion of all 

emoji use that is represented by the Face With Tears of 
Joy 

 beard, check shirt 
 eyebrows 

1. changing (not just about words) 
2. an interesting choice 
3. F 
4. No 
5. hipster 
6. sex / gender 
7. F 

  
 
 
 
acquire or develop cultivate  
alter, change adjusted 
appear emerged  
characterise, represent typify  
concern, disturb trouble  
correspond to represent  
disclose, make public reveal  
fashionable, elegant stylishly  
gradual development of something evolution  
light-hearted, intended for amusement playful  
plan intention  
put together compile  
shared rapidly and widely between Internet users viral  
smooth and glossy sleek  
speak of, talk about, mention refer  
 
 
1. As languages evolve, small adjustments are made to the meaning of many words.  
2. Before, people would just say “my girlfriend” or “boyfriend”. Now they are commonly referred to as “my partner”.  
3. Even though Australia’s CO2 emissions represent just 1.8% of the world’s total, its per capita emissions are 

the highest in the OECD and among the highest in the world. 
4. Many educators are troubled by the trend of teenagers communicating more and more using abbreviations 

and symbols and the impact this might be having on their spelling and punctuation skills. 
5. Nude pictures taken of Justin Bieber while on holiday quickly went viral and sent Twitter into a meltdown. 
6. The emergence of social media websites in the 1990s saw a change in the way many people communicated 

and kept in touch with friends. With the arrival of Facebook in 2004, there was no looking back. 
7. The man’s friends complemented him on the stylish way he had decorated his home. He didn’t tell them he 

had actually employed a professional interior designer. 
8. The manager took his job very seriously but he had a playful nature and was always cracking jokes and 

fooling around at work. 
9. The singer Taylor Swift recently released a compilation of her greatest hits taken from her last 10 albums. 
10. The winner of the prestigious writing competition would be revealed at a special awards ceremony in New York 

next month. 
11. The woman was asked by her company to go and work in Germany for one year. Even though she knew all her 

colleagues in the German office could speak very good English, she intended to master the German language 
while there. 

12. The writer’s sense of humour and humility was typified by her acceptance speech for an award in which she 
made very funny jokes about herself and praised the work of her fellow nominees. 

13. There are a lot of websites which look at how the design of Facebook has evolved since it was first launched 
in 2004. 

14. With her beautiful long sleek dark hair, the woman got quite a lot of work doing shampoo and other hair 
product advertisements. 

 
 

 


